Product scrapbook

Here is a look at some of the products you’ll want to check out in the exhibit hall

The Canon Rebel T3i is the first Rebel model to include the ability to work with wireless flashes. This feature was previously reserved for higher end, professional cameras and allows the T3i to work with modern wireless macro flashes. Doing away with the flash power pack and cord results in a lighter, more balanced camer. The Rebel T3i is an 18-megapixel digital camera that features an articulating LCD screen and a 1080p HD video mode. PhotoMed offers two wireless flash options for the T3i as well as two traditional macro flashes and four macro lens options. Stop by the PhotoMed booth, No. 847, to learn more. Photo/Provided by PhotoMed

The NeoLucent Plus Ceramic Bracket delivers esthetics by blending with the natural tooth tone for a virtually invisible appearance. What’s in the ‘Plus’? A Crunch COAT™ Base for strong bonding and predictable debonding, plus it has a compatible in/out with the Maestro® Bracket. See the NeoLucent Plus Ceramic Bracket at Ortho Organizers’ booth, No. 1227. Photo/Provided by Ortho Organizers

The new PLANMECA ProMax® 3D Mid is a CBVT unit including 3-D imaging, panoramic, extraoral bitewing, cephalometric all-in-one machine that can accommodate all of your clinical needs. The PLANMECA ProMax 3D Mid provides an extended selection of 3-D volume sizes combined with traditional 2-D panoramic and cephalometric imaging, having the unique ability to meet all of your diagnostic needs including implantology, endodontics, periodontics, orthodontics, as well as dental and maxillofacial surgery and TMJ analysis. The volume sizes range from ø3.4 x 4.2 cm to ø16 x 16 cm. This wide selection of volume sizes allows for optimizing the imaging area, according to specific diagnostic task — always complying with the best practices of dentistry including the ALARA (as low as reasonably achievable) principle to minimize radiation. To learn more, stop by PLANMECA’s booth, No. 637. Photo/Provided by PLANMECA
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Visit DENTAURUM at booth No. 1037 to see its SUS2 – Chairside Class III Corrector. The SUS2 includes such features as an internal spring for better hygiene and patient comfort, and it also incorporates an archwire locknut for the lower base arch to help avoid bracket debonding and interference with the bite. This product sells for only $269 for a complete three-patient Kit ($89/kit). (800) 523-3946, sales@dentaurum-us.com. Photo/Provided by DENTAURUM

Ortho2’s Edge delivers all-encompassing practice management, imaging and communication software. Edge features Cloud Computing, imaging, appointment reminders, patient-education animations and more. Discover a world of efficiency, profitability and innovation in your practice. Stop by Ortho2’s booth (No. 2003) to learn more. Photo/Provided by Ortho2